LICENSED MARKS:

Cradle to Cradle Certified™
Gold

THE LICENSED MARKS IDENTIFIED ABOVE MAY BE LICENSED TO:

ABN Pipe Systems S.L.U.

FOR THE BELOW LISTED CERTIFIED PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAME:

ABN//INSTAL CT FASER RD and
ABN//EVAC ENERGY Plus families

Only the following products are considered Certified Product(s) within the scope of this certification and the associated Trademark License Agreement:

- ABN//INSTAL CT FASER RD range 20 - 500 mm
- ABN//INSTAL CT FASER RD (green color) range 20 - 500 mm
- ABN//INSTAL CT FASER RD FIRE range 20 - 160 mm
- ABN//INSTAL CT FASER RD RECYCLING range 20 - 500 mm
- ABN//INSTAL CT FLEX RD range 16 - 63 mm
- ABN//INSTAL CT FLEX RD FIRE range 16 - 63 mm
- ABN//INSTAL FITTINGS RD (grey color)
- ABN//WELDING ELECPipe. Pipe with elecpipe, including reel and other female fittings
- ABN//EVAC ENERGY PLUS range 40 - 315 mm

Excluded from scope:
-ABN//INSTAL FITTINGS RD: metal transition fitting & green fittings
-ABN//WELDING ELECPipe: metal transition fitting not included

Cradle to Cradle Certified™ is a certification mark licensed by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.